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Abstract

Hohlmurns (measuring 6-mm in diameter by.7-mm in height) have been heated o$~~
by x-rays from a z-pinch. Over measured x-ray input powers P of 0.7 to 13

TW, the hohlmurn radimic)n temperature T increases from -55 to -130 eV,

and is in agreement with the Plmckim relation P-r. The results suggest that

indirec[-drive ICF studies involving NIF relevant pulse shapes and <2-mm

diameter capsules can he studied using this arrangement.

—.

Implosion and igniLion of an indirectly-driven ICF capsule operating near a Fermi-

degenerate isentmpe requires initial Pkmckian-radia[ion-drive temperatures of 70-90 eV to be

present for a duration of -10 ns prior to a multi-step drive tha~ reaches a-peak tempemture of

‘250-3w ev [1, 23, ~4]. Such capsules are h~ing designed [2] for high-power z-pinch

generators [3, 4]. In this letter, we show that the initial joot-puke x-ray drive has been

demonstrated for the fkst time in a smric-wall hohlrnwn geometry [2-4] suitable for

imploding < 2-mm-diameter capsules on the 20-MA Z generator [5]. The experimental

arrangement uses a single-feed, one-sided, x-ray drive on Z, as is illustrated in the schematic

of Fig. 1. In the schematic, a hohlraum cylinder with gold walls measuring 6-mm in diameter

by 7-mm height is placed on-axis above a x-ray producing magnetic z-pinch [6]. X-rays

enter the hohlrzum through a REH (radiation entrance hole) and heat the gold walls of the

hohlraum. The x-rays are generated by the therrrmlization of the kinetic energy acquired

when a surrounding may of wires collides with a ~rget (Fig. lB) in the z-pinch. In this

arran~ement, the wires (which are made of tungsten) form an annular plasma radiation case

[7] at the tine they strike the tar~et (first strike). The high-atomic-number radiation case

traps a fraction of the x-rays produced (as in a dyruzmic-hohfrawn configuration [3,4,8]) and
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enables the trapped mdioticm [o be channeled into the hohiraum, producing the foot-puke

drive. A secondary pulse leading to a peak pulse is generated when the imploding array plus

targe[ stagnates on axis, M illustrated in Fig. IC. Radiation from both the interior (c in Fig.

lC) and exterior (a and b in Fig. lC) of the rfidiation case then flows into the hohlraum.

The experiments discussed here show that as finaI, on-axis stagnation is approached,

the REH closes, likely due to tungsten and/or gold plasma filling the REH and subsequently

limiting the x-mys reaching the hohlrwrn. Calculations [9] suggest fiIIing the hohlraum with

a low-density fozm might generate a back pressure, which would limit the closure.

Experiments with foam-filled hohlraums are planned for the future. In the vacuum hohlraums

discussed here, however, the potential for a scalable peak-pulse capability was studied by

removing the target and aIIowing the radi~tion from the pinch to directly irradiate the interior

of the hohlmum, thereby reducing the time available for REH closure. The radiation

generated with this modiiied .~~aric-wall-hohlraum geometry provides a lower bound than that

which can be delivered to the hohlraum, because it does not take advantage of the x-rays

trapped within an imploding target structure (c in Fig. iC). In this modified configuration,

the hohlraum is sensitive only [o the x-rays generated from the exterior of the opaque

tungsten pinch, namely from its top and a limited portion of its side (a and b in Fig. lC), but

not from its hot interior (c in Fig. lC) as in the full configuration with the target.

Nevertheless, the experiment reported on here demonstrates, for the first time, the

generation of a temperature significantly in excess of 100 eV for an x-ray driven hohlraum
.—_

~with static walls, and, importantly, the potential for producing a peak-pulre from a z-pinch

generator that would be needed for studying ignition physics in tie next generation (-50 MA)

z-pinch driver [10].

The hohlraum used in the experiments is a thin-walled (25.4-Pm thickness), gold

cylinder that is axially centered above the z-pinch target (Fig. 1A). The temperature of its

inside wall, midway between its bottom and (op, is measured with two independent

diagnostics, each of which view the interior of the hohlraum through the same -3-mm

diameter aperture on its lateml side, but at &20° about the nom-ml to the hole in the horizontal

plane. In one diagnostic, the temperature is measured using a set of ~elve PIN-diodes that

are mounted downstream from a transmission-grating-spectrometer, which are positioned to

be sensitive to x-mys in discrete energy channels that span 100 to 600 eV [ 11]. In the other

diagnostic, the temperature is measured using a total-energy bolometer [12] and a set of K-

and L-edge filtered photocathode detectors (XRDS) that are sensitive to x-rays in four

discrete channels that also cover a similar energy range [13]. Plasma closure of the diagnostic

hole with time is measured with a multi-tiltered, fast-framing, Pll+-hole camera, which is

sensitive to x-rays in four discrete channels covering 100 to 600 eV”[14]. Over the range of
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hohlraum temperatures measured in [his experimental series ( -55 to -130 eV), the radius of

the hoIe is measured to close by 0.25&0.05 mm at the time of peak temperature, and is

accounted for in the evaluation of !-he temperature. Relative comparisons between the

radiation detectors within each diagnostic set indicate no measurable deviation in intemd

azimuthal symmetry of the hohlraum with time [15]. The peak temperature extracted from

either diagnostic set agrees to within (2*3)70 when averaged over the 14 shots. Here the

uncertainty refers to the RMS shot-to-shot variztion. The radiation entering the hohlraum is

estimated by an additional suite of on-axis diagnostics [3, 8] that view the source through the

REH when the hohlmurn is not present. These diagnostics include a total-energy bolometer ,

a filtered XRD set, ~nd filtered fast-fmrning pin-hole cameras similar to those detectors of the

horizontal diagnostic sets.

The target used (Fig. 1A) is a copper-walled cylinder Z-pm thick, with a diameter of 8

mm, and a gold bottom. The diameter is matched m its implosion velocity after first strike in

such a way that foot-pulse radi~tion shouId be generated for -10 ns before final stagnation

occurs. Copper is selected because its high density thermalizes the incident wire-plasma

kinetic energy in a short radial dismnce and for its sub-keV opacity characteristics, which

allow the target inkxior to tll with mdiation before final stagnation occurs. The gold bottom

providSs–a high albcdo for increased radiation containment. The interior of the cylinder is

filled either wiLh a lf)-mg/cc CH foam or vacuum. Once the radiation exits the interior wall of—.
the copper shell, in the case of a vacuum interior, or once the foam fdl has become

sufficiently ionized, the radiation exits the imploding tin-get through the top, 5.8-mm-

diameter REH that connects the target with tie hohlraum. The radiation generated from the

urget exterior is monitored by bolometers, filtered XRDS, and a f~t-framing pin-hoIe

camera that view the target through a diagnostic aperture in the anode structure of tie current-

return structure (Fig. 1A). The target bottom is electrically isolated from the cathode current-

return path by a l-mm gap in order to minimize preheating the copper shell prior to wire

plasma impacting the shell.

Bcxause the x-ray power from a z-pinch increases with wire number and associated

reduction in interwire spacing [7, 16- 18], the initial set of experiments with this hohlraum

and target geometry used a single array of -480 tungsten wires. The wires measured 20-mm

in length and were mounted at a diameter of 40 mm. The associated interwire spacing was

-0.26 mm, which corresponds to the limit of current wire-load construction capability. For

these small spacings, the wires are expected to form a quasi-plasma-shell prior to first strike

[7]. The mass of the wire array was varied from 1.5 mg/cm to 4 mg/cm, over a range

calculated to maximize the on-axis radiation. In z1lcases the power delivered to the target was

insufficient to cause the foam to bum tirough significantly (ie, to become sufficiently ionized
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and, hence, transparent to the x-rays) prior to stagnation. hTear stagnation, however, the

foam did burn through, delivering -1 TW into the REH. The peak hohlraum temperature

increased from -55 to -70 eV as the array-mass increased. Figure 2 illustrates these features

at the highest array-mass explored. In the figure, the thick curve corresponds to the power

measured off-axis and external to the target, with its early time peak and later peak

corresponding to first strike and final stagnation, respectively. In contrast, the thin curve in

Fig. 2 shows that the hohlmurn becomes heated only as stagnation is approached. In these

experiments, the current-return structure hod a number of apertures that degraded the

azimudml symmeu-y of the implosion and resulting first-strike power. Moreover, these initial

experimen~ showed that the radiation generated in the lower portion of the target was being

absorbed before exiting the REH. Additionally, nesting wire amays (ie, placing an additional

array of wires interior to an outer array) was

targetless implosions [19].

Thus, in a second set of experiments, (1)

found to increase the power generated in

the apertures in the cument return can were

eliminated (except for a small 3-mm-diame[er aperture designed to monitor the timing of the

off-axis target radiation), (2) the length of the wires was reduced from 20 mm to -9 mm

thereby increasing the power per unit length delivered to the target [5], and (3) nested wire

arrays were used. Through these changes, the power delivered to the txyyt was increased so

that for an effective wr~y mass of 3 mg/cm, where 2 mg in 240 wires was allocated to a .

diameter of 40 mm and 1 mg in 120 wires was allocated to a diameter of 20 mm; “~e foam

burned throu~h soon after the first strike, generating about four times the on-axis power

incident into the hohlraum, and raisin: the hohlraum temperature to a peak of 85 eV, -10 ns

prior to final stagnation (solid curve in Fig. 3). The energy distribution between first strike

and kmgnation is measured to be Pkmckian, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Eliminating the foam fill

reduces the delay of the radiation delivered to the hohlraum after first strike (dashed curve in

Fig. 3), and il!uswa[es the flexibility in producing differing temperature profiles by varying

the density of the fill. Relative to tie temperature pulse generated with only vacuum, the

power being produced in compressing the foam helps to maintain the duration and

temperature level of the foot pulse prior to stagnation. Importantly, the initial temperature

profile generated with the foam iill corresponds approximately to tie conditions required for

afoot-pulse drive for ICF ignition prior to a firsf-srep-pd.se drive. This cm-respondence is

demonstmted by the comparison with two repesentativefoor pulse drives calculated for NIF

and labeled in Fig. 3 as W [23] md D [24]. With such afoof-puke source, ablator physics

[ 1], helium-filled wall tamping [2], hole-closure, and other issues associated with ICF..
implosions on NIF can be studied under realistic pulse-temperature, pulse-length, and

hohlraum-size conditions.
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Subsequent experiments wi(h a single array showed litde benefit from the nesting.

Thus, the main improvement was due m the reduced length and increased symmet~. Shown

also in Fig. 3 is a lack of a significant temperature increase as smgnation is approached. An

increase in x-ray power is required to demonstrate the configuration’s utiIity in producing a

jirst-step and subsequent steps leading to a peak pulse that would be suitable for scaling to

ignition conditions in a larger z-pinch generator. Two-dimensional Eulerian-Radiation-

Magnetohydrodynarnic -Code (E-RMHC) simulations in the r-z plane [20], which take into

account the Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instabilities, indicate that as final stagnation is approached,

the on-axis power being delivered to the hohlmurn should have increased by a factor of -2.5

relative to the power generated at first strike. This increase would correspond to a 25’%0rise

in hohlraum temperature relative to that measured at first strike, and would be suitable for

simulating a first-step-pulse drive (Fig. 3). This expected rise, however, is not obsewed

here. As mentioned earlier, blockage of the REH by tungsten wire plasma sliding across the -

aperture is now thought to be responsible for this kick of temperature enhancement at

stagnation [9], mther than loss of radiation due to a leaky radiation case or mixing of the

tungsten in the foam that would increase the opacity of the nrget interior. E-RMHC

calculations that now include the hohlraum in the simulation, suggest that utilizing low-

density; low-opacity, foam fill within the hohlraum should eliminate the blockage.

In order to demonstrate the potential of using a s[atic-}valied-hohlraum to simulate
—-

also a first-step pulse in this experimental series, the txget was removed and a bin-e pinch

studied. In this manor, ajirsr-skp pulse could be simulated prior to REH closure. (In future

experiments, the first-step pdse in combination with afoot puke wiIi be examined by adding

the txget back in, with the gradual addition of material to the target and hohlraum structure.

In the process, umping tie REH for increased pulse duration will be explored.) For this

bare-pinch conllguration, the length of the wires was further reduced to -7mm and the

diameters of the outer- and inner-wire-amay nest decreased to 35 mm and 17.5 mm,

respectively, in order to reduce the growth of the RT instability [21]. With these changes, the

peak power measured exiting the REH increased by a factor of -4 to 13*2 TW. The

associated hohlraum temperature mexured at stagnation increased to 123*5 eV, roughly tie

conditions required of a first-step-puke (Fig. 3). The uncertainty in the power corresponds

to the RMS variation measured among thrti independent bolometers, and that of the

temperature corresponds to the systematic uncertainty due to the hole-closure correction and
..

to diagnostic response. The tempermre agrees with the value of 118 eV calculated with the

static, 3D-radiosity code Lightscape [22] (Fig. 5), assuming a wall albedo of 0.8 (estimated

for these conditions) and a unifon-n intensity across the REH. Taking into account the minor

variations in the hohlraum diagnr)s[ic apertures, the temperature and associated on-axis
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power measured over the experimental series (Fig. 6) are in excelient agreement with that

expected from the Planckkm reiation P-r (where P is the input power and T is the

hohlraum temperature).

For the bare pinch geometry the hohlraum had in addition to the lateral diagnostic hole,

a diagnostic hole in its top that permitted the pinch to be simultaneously imaged in

combination with a half-moon radiation shield of 2-mm diameter positioned 1.5 mm above

the REH on axis. Calculations with the radiosity code indicate that owing to (1) the radiation

loss from the holes, (2) the asymmetry generuted from the one-sided drive, and (3) the

radiation blockage by the shieId, the axial temperature gradient across the -3-mm axial length

being monitored on the inside of the hohlraum wall decreases at the rate of 4.3% per mm

(solid cuwe in Fig. 5). The measured gr~dient of (4.6 f0.6)% per mm is consistent with this

calculation. If both diagnostic holes hod been closed, the temperature of the hohlmum would

have been increwxl by 1(1eV to 133 eV at stagnation (dashed curve in Fig. 5). On the other

hand, distributing [he wire mass in two independent pinches of approximately half the length

of the single one (in order to maintain a similar over alI lood inductimce), with the hohlraum

sandwiched between the two pinches, should genemte approximately the same on-axis

power from each pinch, because the on-axis power is pnmariIy produced from the ends of

the pinch (Fig,. lC). In this case, the x-ray power incident on the hohlraum would be

doubled. The calculated tempemture profile associated with this single-feed, two-sided, x-ray .

drive (as in the geometry shown in Fig. 3 of Ref. 2) is illustrated by the dot-dmhed;&ve in

Fig. 5. For this geometry, the tempemture of the hohlraum could be increased to -150 eV at

its center, with the temperature gradient significantly reduced. Such a configuration would

be suitable for studying implosion dynamics of z-pinch driven capsules of diameters <2 mm,

where thermonuclear neutrons in excess of 108may be produced and measured, as weU as x-

rays from tracer elemenfs that could monitor the dynamics and symmetry of the implosion

and hot deuteron core. Moreover, scaling this concept to a similar, single-feed, double-sided,

50-MA driver, which is characteristic of the next generation z-pinch driver being considered

[10], could provide conditions suitable for studying ignition physics. ~

In conclusion, this ,rta[ic-wall-hohlr(l~<; experimental series has demonstrated (1) the

generation of a foof-pulse necessary for ICF ignition and propagation burn, (2) a present

limitation in combining a foot pulse with aj7rst-step puke, which may be avoided by tie use

of low-opacity foam-filling within the hohlraum, and (3) the potential for x-ray driven

capsule implosion studies on the existing Z generator as well as on a next generation z-pinch

driver.
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Fizure Ca~tions:

1. Schematic of sta~ic-}tall-hohlraum concept illustrating (A) initial conditions, (B) radiation flow at first

stie, and (C) radiation flow near ilnal stagnation. (A) shows also the locations of the target, hohlraum, and -

on-axis diagnostics, and the position of the REH. In (A), K and A refer to the cathode and anode surfaces,

respectively,

2. Relative x-ray power measured external to the target and the associated hohlraum temperature measured

for Shot 2201, which had a wire mass of 4 mg/cm.

3. Hohlraum temperature measured for a 10 mg/cc foam-filled m.rget (thick solid curve) and that measured

with no foam (thin dashed curve), corresponding to Shots 2251 and 2250, respectively. The tempa-atyre

profile of Shot 2251 relative to Shot 2250 has been left shifted by 3.5 ns. Hashed region illustrates a limited

range of NIF drive requirements for 2-mm sized capsules having Be abla(ors. (W) corresponds to the Be-

300 capsuIe design of Ref. 23 and (D) the reduced-scale capsule design of Ref. 24.

4. X-ray energy-distribution measured with the transmission-grading spectrometer at peak temperature, for

the foam-filled shot 2251 (see Fig. 3). The solid curve corresponds to a 85 eV Planckian distribution. .——

5. Calculated LightsCape tempemture profiles for the interior hohlraum wall opposite the lateral diagnostic

hole for (A) a one-sided drive with a loteral and top diagnostic hole corresponding to the conditions of shot

2387, (B) a one-sided drive with no diagnostic holes, and (C) a two-sided drive with one lateral diagnostic

hole. 13 TW was assumed for each input drive. Shown also is the measured temperature from Shot 2387

corresponding to the conditions of (A).

6. Measured hohlraum temperature as a function of the measured, on-axis, x-ray power for the indicated

shot pairs, with and without the hohlraum present. Shown also is that expected

relation , using the Lightscape calculation with a 13-TW normalization point.

from the Planckian scaling
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